Outdoor Learning: This term we will be spend-

Science:

ing some time looking at what is around us and

This term we will be looking at plants.

fiocusing on what changes over the seasons. We

This will include identifying common wild

will be spending some time with Mr Hull and his

and garden plants as well as, describing

class on some Monday afternoons.

the basic structure of common flowering
plants including trees.

Geography: This term the children will be look-

Miss Meadows

ing at naming the countries and capital cities

and

within the United Kingdom. In particular identifying the similarities and differences between

Miss Young

them.
Art : This term in art we will be looking at de-
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veloping our drawing skills, insects and

depth at algorithms and making
predictions.

How should we care for others, and why

working Mrs Edwards and Miss Young on

P.S.H.C.E. : This term we will be focusing on

it around a map. They will look in greater

at the key question:

Music: This term in music the children will be

following a rhythm.

looking at programming a toy and moving

R.E.: This term in R.E we will be looking

mini-beasts within this.

their singing and developing their skills in

Computing : This term the children will be

English:


Using capital letters and full stops,



Sequencing sentences to form short
narratives,

developing a growth mindset towards all are-

does it matter?
P.E: The children will have two sessions a
week with Miss Gill one on a Tuesday Afternoon and the other on a Friday Morn-

ing.

as of our learning.



Handwriting including letter families,

Maths: This term we will be covering the fol-



Decoding and blending words,

History: This term we will be looking at



Applying phonetic knowledge to de-

significant induviduals in particular we

code and spell words.

will be looking at the ‘Great Explorers’and

lowing areas using the White Rose Maths

Hub scheme:
Place value,
Addition and subtraction

how they have changes practices within
our modern lives.

